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Abstract
Background: Psychiatric advance directives are intended to enable self-determined treatment for
patients who lose decisional capacity, and thus reduce the need for coercive interventions such as
police transport, involuntary commitment, seclusion and restraints, and involuntary medications
during mental health crises; whether PADs can help prevent the use of these interventions in practice is
unknown.
Aims: This study examined whether completion of a Facilitated Psychiatric Advance Directive (FPAD) was associated with reduced frequency of coercive crisis interventions.
Method: The study prospectively compared a sample of PAD completers (n ¼ 147) to non-completers
(n ¼ 92) on the frequency of any coercive interventions, with follow-up assessments at 6, 12, and 24
months. Repeated-measures multiple regression analysis was used to estimate the effect of PADs.
Models controlled for relevant covariates including a propensity score for initial selection to PADs,
baseline history of coercive interventions, concurrent global functioning and crisis episodes with
decisional incapacity.
Results: F-PAD completion was associated with lower odds of coercive interventions (adjusted
OR ¼ 0.50; 95% CI ¼ 0.26–0.96; p 5 0.05).
Conclusions: PADs may be an effective tool for reducing coercive interventions around incapacitating
mental health crises. Less coercion should lead to greater autonomy and self-determination for people
with severe mental illness.
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Introduction
Psychiatric advance directives (PADs) provide a legal means for competent individuals to
refuse or consent to future mental health treatment during periods of decisional incapacity
(Appelbaum, 1991; Srebnik & Lafond, 1999). PADs typically comprise two types of legal
devices – advance instructions for mental health treatment and proxy decision-makers
(Keefe & Pinals, 2004; Winick, 1996). A major theoretical goal of PADs is to empower
psychiatric patients by reducing coercive interventions during mental health crises; whether
PADs can accomplish this effect in practice remains unknown (Swanson et al., 2000).
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This study examined whether completing a Facilitated Psychiatric Advance Directive (FPAD) would reduce the frequency of specific coercive crisis interventions (CCIs): transport
by police for mental health evaluation, use of handcuffs during transport, involuntary
commitment, use of locked seclusion, use of physical restraints in the hospital, and forced
medication. The study prospectively assessed the frequency of any CCIs over a 24-month
observational follow-up in the experimental group from a recent trial that was focused on the
completion of F-PADs (Swanson et al., 2006a). In the present study, PAD completers
(n ¼ 147) were compared to non-completers (n ¼ 92) using a propensity-score adjustment
for initial selection to PADs.
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Background
A substantial body of research has documented adverse effects of coercion on clinical
outcomes and quality of life for persons with mental disorders (Bonsack & Borgeat, 2005;
Eriksson & Westrin, 1995; Fisher, 1994; Greenberg et al., 1996; Haglund et al., 2003;
Swanson et al., 2003). Whereas CCIs may be necessary in some cases to protect the parties
involved, as routine practice these interventions can be counter-therapeutic and may
contribute to stigma, trauma, and criminalization of the mentally ill.
The common use of law enforcement officers and vehicles to transport psychiatric patients
in handcuffs (Dupont & Cochran, 2000; Kaufman 2007), the trappings of criminal arrest
and the process of involuntary hospital admission may contribute to patients’ traumatic
experiences of coercion (Hiday et al., 1997; Iversen, et al., 2002; Lidz et al., 1998; Monahan
et al., 1996). Public psychiatric hospitals’ long reliance on seclusion, physical restraints, and
involuntary psychotropic PRN (as needed) medication to manage patients’ behavior has
detracted from the quality of care in these hospitals some scholars argue (Currier 2003;
Dickson 2005; Donat, 2005; Gaskin et al., 2007; Fisher 1994). Understandably, mental
health service providers as well as consumers would seek to avoid these practices whenever
possible.
The expansion of psychiatric advance directives legislation and policy in the US – with
new statutes being passed in 25 states since the early 1990s – has been driven in large part by
emergent resistance to legal and de facto coercion in mental health care (Swartz & Swanson,
2002; Swanson et al., 2006b). Advocates have hoped that PADs would give persons with
severe mental illness greater self-determination and control over their own lives, at a time
when public mental health systems are often relying on legal and other forms of mandates in
service delivery (Monahan et al., 2005). As an alternative to coercion, PADs are also being
promoted as instruments of self-directed care to improve voluntary treatment engagement
and thus promote long-term recovery (Backlar & McFarland, 1996; Fisher, 2000; Srebnik &
La Fond, 1999; Srebnik, Russo, Sage et al, 2003). Still, the empirical question remains:
What role can PADs actually play in achieving the recovery-oriented goals of an evolving
mental health system? Can they work as intended and reduce coercive practices around
psychiatric emergencies? The purpose of the current research was to assess the impact of
PADs on the frequency of long-term objective coercion, particularly during mental health
crises when patients may experience decisional incapacity.
Study design and methods
The original F-PAD intervention and parent study design are described in detail elsewhere
(Swanson et al., 2006a). Briefly, we conducted a randomized controlled trial to study the
effects of a manualized intervention to facilitate completion of psychiatric advance
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directives. All of the subjects in the current analysis were offered the opportunity, if they so
chose, to complete a PAD with the assistance of a trained facilitator.
We selected a random sample from de-identified client files at two county-based mental
health systems, both in racially diverse areas of north-central North Carolina. Potential
participants from the client cases were pre-screened for study eligibility. Study participants
were required to be age 18–65; have a chart diagnosis of schizophrenia, schizoaffective
disorder, other psychotic disorder, or major mood disorder with psychotic features; be
currently receiving mental health treatment services from one of the two designated county
programs; and be able to provide informed consent to participate in the study.
A total of 239 patients were assigned to be offered the F-PAD session; about 60%
completed PADs as a result. The F-PAD consists of a semi-structured, guided discussion of
treatment decision-making and planning for future mental health treatment, incorporating
the statutory elements of PADs in the state of North Carolina (www.nrc-pad.org). If the
participant wished to prepare the relevant legal PAD documents, the trained facilitator
provided assistance with completing these forms. The sections of the Advance Instruction
for Mental Health Treatment and Health Care Power of Attorney (NC Gen Stat x122C-7377, NC Gen Stat 32A-25) statutory forms (e.g., including medication choices, hospital
preferences, powers granted to, or withheld from, the health care agent) were used to
organize and guide discussion of the participant’s choices and preferences. Facilitators also
assisted the participant in obtaining witnesses, notarization, and filing forms in the medical
record and an electronic registry. Participants completing PADs were given a PAD
identification card for their wallet and a stainless steel bracelet or necklace engraved to
indicate that the person had a PAD and how to access it. The intervention allowed the
facilitator to contact, with participants’ consent, the individuals designated as health care
proxies, to explain the process and answer any questions they had about their role and what
to do during a crisis.
A content analysis of the completed PADs is described elsewhere (Swanson et al., 2006a).
Virtually all PADs in the study included both assents and refusals in the same document –
i.e., assent to treatment with certain medications, admission to certain preferred facilities,
and refusal of others. No participant used a PAD to refuse all treatment.
Regarding the type of PAD completed, 13% chose a stand-alone advance instruction, 5%
opted for a stand-alone health care power of attorney, and 43% completed both legal
documents. Results of follow-up of these patients at 6, 12, and 24 months are presented
here.
Measures
The outcome variable was measured by self-report interview items that asked participants
whether they had experienced each of 6 CCIs: (1) being picked up by the police and
transported to an emergency room or other facility for psychiatric treatment or evaluation;
(2) being placed in handcuffs; (3) being involuntarily committed to a hospital for psychiatric
treatment; (4) being placed in seclusion in a locked hospital room; (5) being placed in
physical restraints; and (6) receiving forced medications. Two indices were created for
analysis: a continuous score comprised the sum of positive (yes vs. no) responses to these
items, and a dichotomous score measured whether any of these experiences were reported.
Decisional incapacity was measured by retrospective self-report at each of the follow-up
assessments, using the following question from a section of the interview on PADs and
mental health crisis situations: ‘‘Since your last interview, has there been any time when you
became ill and were not able to think clearly enough to make your own decisions about
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treatment or let others know what you wanted?’’ (As a clinical and legal matter, patients
could have experienced a mental health crisis and been hospitalized – voluntarily or
involuntarily – without having decisional incapacity.)
Whereas almost all PAD documents in the study both requested and rejected different
types of treatment, the relative emphasis of the PAD in terms of the participant’s intent and
priority could be more or less ‘‘proscriptive’’ vs. ‘‘prescriptive’’. The patient’s focus on
avoiding unwanted treatment vs. obtaining recommended treatment was measured by
attitudinal Likert-scale items rating the importance of various purposes of the PAD.
Participants were coded as having a proscriptive-emphasis PAD if they gave the highest
preference rating to ‘‘avoiding treatment I don’t want’’, and a lower preference rating to
‘‘getting the treatment my doctor thinks is best’’ and ‘‘having a family member make
decisions for me when I am very ill’’. PADs with the reverse pattern were considered to have
a prescriptive emphasis.
Several other scale scores were used to measure salient covariates and to create a
propensity score for PAD completion (as described below). To measure competence to
complete a PAD, we used the Decisional Competence Assessment Tool for Psychiatric
Advance Directives (D-CAT-PAD), which is an abbreviated, simplified version of a
previously developed instrument, the Competence Assessment Tool for Psychiatric
Advance Directives (Elbogen et al., 2007). The anchored version of the Brief Psychiatric
Rating Scale (BPRS) (Moerner et al., 1988) was used to assess current psychiatric
symptoms. The Global Assessment of Functioning scale (GAF) (Endicott et al., 1976) was
used to measure functional impairment. Substance abuse was assessed with questions
adapted from the Michigan Alcoholism Screening Test (Selzer, 1971) and the Drug Abuse
Screening Test (Skinner, 1982). Motivation to enter and participate in treatment was
measured by the Treatment Motivation Questionnaire (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Ryan et al.,
1995) as adapted for persons with severe mental illness. The Drug Attitude Inventory
(Awad, 1993) was used to assess participants’ attitudes toward taking psychotropic
medications.
Sample size and attrition
Sample attrition was 20.5% over the first 6 months (retained n ¼ 190); 8.8% between 6 and
12 months (retained n ¼ 169); and 24.6% between 12 and 24 months (retained n ¼ 110).
Combining these waves for longitudinal analysis produced a total of n ¼ 469 person-period
observations – n ¼ 324 with PADs and n ¼ 145 without PADs. Completion of PADs was not
significantly associated with attrition between 1 and 6 months, but did significantly predict
greater sample retention after 6 months.
Statistical analysis
We used propensity scores (Rubin, 1997; Skeem et al., 2002) to factor out any variance in
the outcome that might have been associated with nonrandom selection to PADs; the goal of
the propensity score adjustment was to render the two groups statistically comparable with
respect to baseline predictors of PAD completion. Propensity scores were generated as
predicted probabilities from a multistage logistic regression model of PAD completion
(Swanson et al., 2006a). Potential baseline predictors were organized into topical domains
(e.g., demographics, patient clinical characteristics, attitudes, service utilization), and
separate logistic regression models were estimated for each domain as a method for variable
reduction. Next, a final multivariable logistic model was derived using stepwise selection at
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p 5 0.10 to identify statistically significant predictors of completing a facilitated PAD. In
effect, the final propensity score provides a control for significant net predictors of PAD
completion: older than median age, competence to complete PADs, adverse medication
experiences, evidence of independent help-seeking motivation, and absence of recent violent
victimization. The model is described in further detail in Swanson et al. (2006a.)
We used Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE) multivariable regression analysis to
test the intervention effect on CCIs over time, controlling for relevant fixed and time-variant
covariates. These models are designed to account for multiple correlation and non-constant
variability in clustered, repeated-measures data (Diggle, Liang, & Zeger, 1994; Stokes,
Davis, & Koch, 1995). Resulting beta coefficients are exponentiated and presented as odds
ratios.
Two types of regression models were tested using PROC GENMOD in SAS (version
9.1). The first was a Poisson model estimating effects on the continuous (but skewed) CCI
score, and the second was a logistic regression model predicting a dichotomized index of any
CCIs vs. none. The second (dichotomous) model was used to generate mean predicted
probabilities for participants within subgroups defined by the presence or absence of
decisional incapacity within periods. Both models were tested with controls for a range of
salient demographic and clinical covariates. Nonsignificant covariates with p values greater
than 0.10 were excluded from the final models. Time and PAD propensity were forced in
the models. Final models controlled for the following reduced set of covariates: time, PAD
propensity, incapacity, and Global Assessment of Functioning. Mean predicted probabilities
were calculated for each service category according to PAD completion status.
The study was conducted according to ethical principles of research and complied with all
applicable regulations concerning research involving human subjects. The study protocol
was reviewed and approved by the Duke University Medical Center Institutional Review
Board.

Results
Sample characteristics
Mean age of the analytic sample was 41.9 years (SD ¼ 10.64). Fifty-nine percent of
respondents were female. Sixty percent were African American, 38% were white, and 2.7%
were persons of other racial/ethnic backgrounds. Only 11% were currently married, while
39% were separated or divorced and 46% were never married. Twenty-seven percent had
less that high school education. Only 24% had worked for pay in the past month. Regarding
diagnosis, 63.8% had schizophrenia spectrum diagnosis 19% had depression, 33% had
bipolar disorder. Eleven percent had co-occurring diagnoses of substance use disorder.
Regarding history of hospitalization, 41% had been admitted for inpatient psychiatric
treatment within the past year, and 21% had been hospitalized more than once within the
year. Baseline mean score on the Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) scale was 40.0
(SD ¼ 10.3), with a median and modal GAF score ¼ 35. Baseline mean total score on the
Brief Psychiatric Response (BPRS) was 34.0 (SD ¼ 9.5). Thirty-three percent of
participants had a recent history of self-harm; 26% had experienced recent violent
victimization. Twenty-three percent had engaged in some minor or serious violent behavior
toward others in the past 6 months, and 8% been arrested in the past 6 months. Based on
previous studies, the characteristics of the sample are fairly representative of the patient
population with severe mental illness receiving services in the public-sector mental health
system central North Carolina.
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Frequency of Coercive Crisis Interventions (CCI)
Table I presents lifetime prevalence rates for 6 types of CCIs that were assessed. The most
commonly reported experiences were being transported by the police to a treatment facility
(68%) and being involuntarily committed (61%). Fifty percent had experienced being
placed in seclusion in a locked unit of a treatment facility. The least frequent type of coercive
crisis intervention was receiving forced medications; still, one in three participants (34%)
had been involuntarily medicated. Overall, the vast majority of study participants (82%) had
experienced at least one of these types of interventions in their lifetime. However, these were
relatively infrequent events within the context of the study’s 24-month observational period;
the prevalence of any CCI in 6 months was 11%, with the cumulative 2-year prevalence
doubling to 22%. (The denominator for cumulative prevalence is the sample interviewed at
6, 12 or 24 months, with last-observation-carried-forward for participants who missed
interviews at 12 or 24 months.)
The summary Coercive Crisis Interventions (CCI) scale ranged from 0 to 6. The lifetime
version had a fairly normal distribution, with mean ¼ 2.87, mode ¼ 3, and SD ¼ 1.91. The
follow-up version of the CCI was skewed due to infrequency of index events within a 6month period, with mean ¼ 0.22, mode ¼ 0, and SD ¼ 0.72. All involuntary hospitalizations
and hospital-based CCI that were recorded occurred in the local region within the
jurisdiction covered by the PAD.
Did clinicians view the PAD?
Among participants with PADs who experienced episodes of decisional incapacity, 35%
reported being aware that a clinician had read their PAD, or an outpatient case manager
reported that the patient’s PAD was viewed. Most of the remaining participants were
uncertain as to whether clinicians had actually read their PAD; however, it is not necessarily
to be expected that a patient who was in an acute episode of psychiatric illness would have
known whether or not a treating clinician read their PAD.

Table I. Prevalence of coercive crisis interventions.
Lifetime prevalence (%)
(Baseline N ¼ 239)
Police transport to treatment
Placed in handcuffs
Involuntary commitment
Seclusion on locked unit
Physical restraints used
Forced medications

67.78
41.84
61.09
49.79
37.66
33.89

Any coercive crisis intervention (lifetime)

82.43

Cumulative summary indices
Any coercive crisis intervention: 1–6 months
Any coercive crisis intervention: 1–12 months
Any coercive crisis intervention: 1–24 months

Cumulative prevalence at follow-up (%)
(Retained n ¼ 197)
11.05
15.98
21.65
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Did PAD have an impact on CCIs?
During the first 6 months of the study, PAD completers experienced CCIs significantly less
often than noncompleters did (6.5% vs. 19.7%; p 50.001; Fisher’s exact test p 50.01). The
mean difference in the continuous CCI score was also significant between PAD and noPAD group at 6 months (mean ¼ 0.13 vs. mean ¼ 0.48; p 5 0.01). However, the group
differences in CCI rate were attenuated somewhat over the long-term follow-up. By 24months, the cumulative rate of CCIs reached 18.8% in the PAD group, compared to 27.3%
in the no PAD group. Likewise the mean group difference in CCI score was also attenuated:
mean ¼ 0.16 in the PAD group vs. mean ¼ 0.47 for those without PADs at 24 months; these
long-term cumulative differences did not achieve statistical significance.
Multivariable regression for repeated measures analysis provided a more powerful and
appropriate test of PAD longitudinal effects on CCIs; Table II displays the results. The
adjusted model shows that PAD completers had significantly lower odds of experiencing
CCIs compared to the no-PAD group over 24 months, controlling for PAD propensity and
relevant covariates. Specifically, PAD completers had, on average, approximately half the
odds of achieving any given CCI score or higher, compared to their counterparts without
PADs (adjusted OR ¼ 0. 50; 95% CI ¼ 0.26–0.98; p 5 0.05). As might have been expected,
CCIs were also significantly predicted by baseline history of CCIs, the occurrence of

Table II. Longitudinal effects of PADs on frequency of coercive crisis interventions (CCIs) over 24 months:
General Estimating Equations (GEE) repeated-measures Poisson regression analysis.
Odds of Coercive Crisis Interventions
Bivariate associations

Independent variables
Time (month)
Baseline history of coercive crisis
interventions
Baseline PAD selection propensity score1
Completed Facilitated PAD
Time variant covariates
Episode of decisional incapacity within period
Global assessment of functioning (GAF)
score in period
Statistical significance: *p 50.05; **p 50.01;
***p 50.001

Adjusted multivariate
model2

OR

95% CI

OR

95% CI

0.99
1.36

(0.95–1.03)
(1.14–1.63)***

1.00
1.21

(0.96–1.04)
(1.04–1.40)*

0.20
0.38

(0.06–0.74)*
(0.20–0.74)**

0.77
0.50

(0.19–3.12)
(0.26–0.98)*

3.61
0.92

(1.84–7.09)***
(0.87–0.97)**

2.61
0.95

(1.43–4.75)**
(0.91–0.99)*

Model information:
N ¼ 446 person-period
observations
DF ¼ 439
Log likelihood ¼
7206.57

1

Baseline variables in the propensity score included: age, D-CAT-PAD reasoning scale, DAI medication problem
subscale, TMQ internal motivation subscale, and history of victimization. Propensity variables were selected by
conducting a staged multivariable logistic regression analysis predicting PAD completion.
2
Other covariates were tested but eliminated from the model as nonsignificant. These included demographics (race,
sex), diagnosis, and substance abuse.
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decisional incapacity around mental health crises, and poorer Global Assessment of
Functioning scores. However, even controlling for these strong predictors, PADs apparently
exerted a significant net effect in reducing CCIs.
The PAD propensity score had a significant bivariate association with CCIs (OR ¼ 0.20;
95% CI ¼ 0.06–0.74; p 5 0.05), but the propensity effect was rendered nonsignificant in the
multivariable analysis with PAD completion in the model (OR ¼ 0.77; 95% CI ¼ 0.19–3.12;
NS). This pattern in the data is consistent with a causal effect for PADs, rather than
indicating a favorable selection bias associated with baseline PAD propensity.
To examine whether PADs’ effect on CCIs would vary according to the patient’s intended
purpose for the PAD, we also ran the analysis separating out high proscriptive-emphasis
PADs from other PADs. We found that PAD completers who gave the highest preference
rating to avoiding unwanted treatment did not significantly differ on frequency of CCIs
compared to those with PADs emphasizing receipt of treatment recommended by their
doctor or having a family member act as a proxy decision maker. Both groups of patients,
those with proscriptive-emphasis PADs (OR ¼ 0.32; 95% CI ¼ 0.09–1.12) and prescriptiveemphasis PADs (OR ¼ 0.52; 95% CI ¼ 0.26–1.05), showed negative odds ratios compared
to the no-PAD group with respect to occurrence of CCIs over the two-year period.
(However, splitting the PAD completers into these two groups diminished statistical power
for showing an overall PAD effect.)
Figure 1 illustrates the longitudinal impact of PADs in preventing CCIs over the followup period, for participants who reported episodes of incapacity around mental health crises,
as well as those who did not experience such episodes. The points on the lines indicate
predicted probabilities of any CCIs assessed at each of the three follow-up time points. The
graphed probabilities were generated from a multivariable logistic regression model with the
same specifications as the Poisson model shown in Table II, but predicting a dichotomized
version of the dependent variable (1 or more CCIs vs. none).

Figure 1. Adjusted predicted probability1 of any coercive crisis interventions at follow-up for psychiatric advance
directive (PAD) completers and noncompleters, by any episode of decisional incapacity within period.
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In the presence of incapacity, the estimated chance of any CCIs ranged from 43–49% in
participants without PADs, but was substantially reduced in PAD completers – to the range
of 20–28%. CCI rates were much lower overall in participants who did not report incapacity
during a mental health crisis; still, even in those individuals, the pattern of estimated effects
for PADs, as derived from the statistical model, was essentially similar.
Attrition from the study was quite high especially in the second year, with 24% of
participants dropping out between 12 and 24 months; PAD completion was a significant
predictor of sample retention. Unfortunately, since the outcome is based on self-report,
there is no way to know whether the participants who dropped out would have experienced
CCIs had they been available to be interviewed at long-term follow-up. To address the
possibility that selective attrition may have biased the longitudinal results, we re-ran the
models for the 6-month wave alone, i.e., at the point when 80% of the sample remained in
the study. In both models – for continuous and dichotomous versions of the dependent
variable – the effect of PAD completion was statistically significant, controlling for PAD
propensity.
What was the subjective experience behind these numbers? What does prevention of CCIs
via PADs actually look like in human terms? The following excerpt from a narrative
interview with one of the participants in the study illustrates qualitatively how a PAD might
reduce CCIs (Kim et al., 2007):
[In the hospital] we talked about what was in the PAD . . . I did not receive any treatments
that I did not want. They were very respectful . . . I really felt like the hospital took better
care of me because I had my PAD. In fact, I think it’s the best care that I’ve ever
received . . . The doctor didn’t treat me like a nut case because some hospitals do. You
know what the doctor said to me? [He said] ‘You’ve got rights and it’s great that you know
you have them.’ That’s what he said. He said to me, ‘Now you know your rights and we’ll
try to respect those completely . . . And he did a lot for my health too . . . I never take [PAD
wrist bracelet] off. My other wrist has my dialysis bracelet. I never take either of these off
because I hope this doesn’t happen but if I’m in a situation where I’m out of my mind, at
least people can just look at my wrist and see that I’ve got a PAD and that I better not get
that ECT and that they better contact [health care proxy] before doing anything to me. I
haven’t taken this bracelet off since I got it.

Discussion
This study examined the long-term effects of completing a facilitated psychiatric advance
directive on reducing coercive crisis interventions. We find that F-PAD completion was
significantly associated with fewer coercive crisis interventions, lowering the adjusted odds
by about half compared to those without PADs. The effect remained significant in the
presence of appropriate statistical controls, including baseline history of CCIs and initial
propensity to complete PADs.
These findings are important because they relate specifically to the core purpose for
which PADs were designed. PADs have always been conceived as a legal mechanism
for patients to retain some control over treatment decision making, rather than to have
the state forcibly intervene. Underlying the design of this legal tool – and the specific
legislative intent behind the statutes authorizing PADs – was the expectation that the
advance directive would be of most value to patients during episodes of mental health
crisis.
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How might PADs actually accomplish reduction of coercion? In theory, PADs could
prevent the use of CCIs in several ways. First, the experience of legally documenting one’s
preferences and choices for future treatment could motivate the consumer to become more
actively engaged in regular treatment; this could, in turn, help prevent the recurrence of
mental health crises when CCIs might otherwise be applied.
Second, the socially-interactive process of preparing a PAD and discussing it with a
clinician could help improve working alliance with the clinician. Indeed, our original study
found that participants assigned to F-PADs had a statistically significant improvement in
working alliance with their clinicians as compared to control group participants, and were
more likely to report that their mental health treatment needs had been met (Swanson,
2006b). If the clinician knows the client and is familiar with what the PAD document says,
the clinician might also be in a good position to advocate for the consumer’s PAD
preferences during a crisis and thus help the consumer avoid unwanted crisis interventions.
Third, PAD documents that authorize a proxy decision maker and agree in advance to
specific future treatment could provide a legally sufficient substitute for contemporaneous
consent to treatment when needed; this, too, in some cases could eliminate the need for an
involuntary commitment order. In our study, PADs typically contained advance consent to
hospitalization; indicated a preference for specific medications over others; and included
advice to inpatient staff about how to help them avoid the use of physical restraints and
seclusion during a future mental health crisis (Swanson et al., 2006a).
Fourth, and finally, PADs typically provide useful information to clinicians – emergency
contacts, treatment history, and interventions that have been helpful during past crises. Such
information, on its face, may give clinicians a warrant to treat the patient without unduly
invoking CCIs. In theory, a person with a PAD, or a family member, could also provide the
PAD document to law enforcement officers who are transporting the patient or responding
during a crisis. While designed to be invoked when the patient cannot communicate, it can
also become in some situations a vehicle for communication between the patient and
clinician. Insofar as the PAD gives the patient a ‘‘voice’’ and a sense of being respected –
especially in situations when the patient is otherwise most powerless and vulnerable – the
PAD may contribute directly to the quality of ‘‘procedural justice’’ which many previous
studies have shown to be important in mitigating coercion (Tyler, 1992; Lidz et al., 1998;
Watson & Angell, 2007). If read and appropriately followed then competently-prepared
PADs can help foster treatment alternatives that do not rely on CCIs.
There are several limitations to this study. First, insofar as there was a PAD effect on
reducing CCIs, we are unable to distinguish between any direct effect of the legal document
itself, and the perhaps indirect effect of the social process of producing the document. Also,
the study analyses included only participants who were in treatment and willing to consent
to research; therefore, these results may not be generalizable to all people with severe mental
illness who might have completed PADs, had they been offered the chance to do so. Sample
attrition was quite high in the second year of follow-up, with 24% dropping out between 12
and 24 months. PAD completers were significantly more like to be retained. However,
having CCIs in the first wave did not predict subsequent attrition differentially in the PAD
and no PAD groups. Moreover, the adjusted effect of PADs on CCIs was statistically
significant even in the first wave considered alone, i.e., before substantial attrition.
Another limitation is that, because participants could not be randomly assigned to
complete a PAD, the findings, like the results of any naturalistic observational study of an
intervention, are subject to potential self-selection bias. Indeed, we found a significant
negative bivariate association between the CCI outcome and baseline propensity to
complete PADs. However, the potential for bias was substantially mitigated by controlling
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for PAD propensity in a multivariable regression analysis. The fact that PAD completion
remained statistically significant in the final model, while PAD propensity became
nonsignificant, lends credence to a causal interpretation of the results, rather than indicating
a methodological artifact resulting from favorable selection bias.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, these study findings amount to the first promising evidence that PADs can
actually do what 25 state legislatures in the USA drafted them to do: give psychiatric patients
more control over their own treatment during mental health crisis, by reducing the use of
coercive crisis interventions. In the long run, less coercion should lead to greater autonomy
and self-determination for people with severe mental illness. PADs are a tool for
empowerment now in the hands of mental health consumers. Clinicians can help to
maximize the benefits of PADs by asking patients about PADs, reading what these
documents say, and following their instructions and preferences as much as possible.
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